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Focus for today
Why Scenario Planning

Developing Scenarios

What We Learned?
What are the Opportunities?
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Ongoing
Recovery
Planning Efforts
During most of 2020, Caltrain pivoted its
Business Plan effort to focus on COVID-19
recovery planning. This work has been spread
across multiple streams as shown on the right.
In 2021, with the passage of Measure RR and
vaccination campaigns underway, staff is
shifting the emphasis of recovery planning
efforts toward preparing a Business Strategy
for a post-pandemic reality. This work starts
with scenario planning.

Equity, Connectivity, Recovery,
& Growth Framework

Near Term Service Planning

Financial Analysis

Scenario Planning
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Where were we?
A Long Range Service Vision
The major focus of Caltrain’s Business Plan
process was the development of a Long Range
Service Vision for the railroad. The Board
adopted the Long Range Service Vision in the fall
of 2019
With a Long Range Service Vision adopted,
Caltrain was preparing to complete the Business
Plan process and was focused on developing an
“implementation plan” - a set of financial
projections and actions that would guide railroad
operations and expansion activities over the
coming decade.
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A Year of Change

Examples of Major shifts in the Business
Environment
•

In March of 2020 the pandemic hit the Bay Area
and daily life changed dramatically.
Over the course of the last year, the impacts
brought about by COVID-19 have intertwined with
and, in some cases, amplified and accelerated
other significant events and trends around the
region, country and world
The future “Business Environment” Caltrain must
plan for now seems very different, and less stable,
than the one in which we existed pre-COVID

•
•
•

•
•
•

Massive changes to daily life and mobility patterns
resulting from the COVID-19 Pandemic and associated
health orders
Severe economic impacts, job losses and worsening
economic inequality
Widespread recognition and protest of racial injustice
Accelerated adoption of remote working, delivery
services and contactless payment
Changes to residential and commercial real estate
markets
Intensifying impacts of climate change including severe
wildfires and air quality deterioration in Northern
California
A significant federal election amidst intensifying political
polarization and violence
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A Year of Change
for Caltrain
When the pandemic hit, Caltrain’s focus
immediately turned away from long range planning
and toward survival and recovery as the impacts of
the pandemic precipitated an abrupt loss of
ridership and an existential financial crisis for the
railroad.
The events of the past year have resulted in
significant direct changes to the railroad’s business
– at a time when a great deal of change was
already underway.
The future Caltrain must plan for now is not
necessarily the same one we were contemplating a
year ago

Direct Business Impacts
•
•

Abrupt loss of 95% ridership and corresponding
declines in revenue resulting from the pandemic and
associated public health orders
Ongoing disruption and changes to operations,
project work and business practices

Significant Responses and Events
•
•
•
•
•

Adoption of health and safety practices
Federal relief funding and formation of the Blue
Ribbon Task Force
Adoption of Equity, Connectivity, Recovery & Growth
Framework
Significant restructuring of Caltrain service
Passage of Measure RR

Other, Parallel Change
•
•
•

Electrification of the railroad
Advancement of governance process
Changes in senior staff and leadership
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Multiple Phases of Crisis & Response
Initial
Triage

Surviving the
Pandemic

Preparing for
the Next Reality

March 2020 – May 2020

May 2020 – 2021 (?)

2021 and Beyond

Initial crisis and immediate
triage response by Caltrain

Extended period where Pandemic is ongoing
and Caltrain ridership and operations remain
deeply impacted and in a state of dynamic flux.
Railroad’s financial position is precarious

Long-term resolution of pandemic
through vaccine or other permanent
public health approaches. Caltrain
adjusts to new Business Environment
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WHAT WE DID

Stages of Caltrain's Scenario Planning
Process

Lay the
Groundwork

Develop
Scenarios

Determine Strategic
Implications

Interview key leaders

Choose the most important
external forces

Study implications for
Caltrain in each
scenario

Assess external trends
Design workshops

Study Bay Area infections
model

Identify 4 diverging scenarios
and develop stories for each
Map these scenarios over
time

Identify actions to
take over different time
frames
Define early indicators
for each scenario
1
1

Caltrain’s Focal Question:

What’s the impact of the pandemic on Caltrain’s future business?
Surviving the Pandemic
(next 6 months to 3 years)

New Reality
(3-10 years)

What will the regional
market and funding
environment look like during
the transition period?

What are the lasting
impacts in the region
as a place to work, live
and visit?

Scenario Development Process
What driving forces will
shape the answer to
Caltrain’s focal question?

How big are the
uncertainties associated
with each force?

What are the biggest
uncertainties shaping our
future?

Transit and Caltrain
less prioritized, limited
funding sources

Public Support
for Transit
Key Considerations on this Axis:
• What nature and level of direct public financial
support is available to Caltrain? (eg member
funds, Measure RR, other direct funding streams)
• What Federal and state funding opportunities are
available to Caltrain specifically and transit
generally? (eg relief funds, new stimulus, ongoing
and new programs)
• What nature of political support is there for
Caltrain in the region and state?
• Is transit politically prioritized and a focus
generally at the regional, state, and national
levels?

Transit and Caltrain less
prioritized, limited
funding sources

Lasting
Changes to
Travel Patterns
Key Considerations on this Axis:
• Progress of the pandemic including timing/ and
efficacy of a vaccination campaign
• Evolution of remote work (WFH) and education
both during and post-pandemic
• Changes in regional economic outlook and growth
patterns
• Near- and longer term impacts to housing and job
distribution and growth within the region
• Speed of ongoing technological innovation in the
remote work and transportation industries
• Ongoing evolution of traffic and congestion
patterns
• Accelerating impacts of climate change to daily
life

Developing
Stories About
the Future
Transit and Caltrain less
prioritized, limited
funding sources

Four Caltrain
Scenarios

Butterfly

Downward
Spiral

Back on
Track

Shark Tank
Transit and Caltrain less
prioritized, limited
funding sources

Scenario 1

Back on
Track
& TRANSIT FUNDING
prioritized de-prioritized
CALTRAIN

CHANGES TO TRAVEL PATTERNS

incremental

significant

This is a world in which after a
near-death experience, public
transit becomes more integral to the
Bay Area. The megaregional
economy emerges strongly from the
pandemic, and a new stream of
Federal transit funding enables
receiving agencies to prioritize
advancement of capital programs,
deliver robust service and prioritize
equity. Leadership shown during
the pandemic increases trust in the
capabilities of existing government
institutions.

Scenario 2

Shark
Tank
& TRANSIT FUNDING
prioritized de-prioritized
CALTRAIN

CHANGES TO TRAVEL PATTERNS

incremental

significant

This is a world in which it's survival
of the fittest. Despite initial rounds of
relief funding and the passage of
Measure RR, further funding for transit
largely stagnates for the remainder of
the 2020's as public priorities shift and
the country grapples with intense
polarization at the federal level.
Measure RR guarantees Caltrain’s
survival but with other funding sources
in decline the railroad turns to a mixed
bag of innovations and private
partnerships to grow its business;
Caltrain has an increasingly singular
focus on its own survival rather than
long term expansion.

Scenario 3

Downward
Spiral
& TRANSIT FUNDING
prioritized de-prioritized
CALTRAIN

CHANGES TO TRAVEL PATTERNS

incremental

significant

This is a world in which life and
travel patterns change
fundamentally – commuting doesn’t
rebound to anything like pre-COVID
levels and a recession decimates
the economy. Public transit - and
rail in particular - go through a
prolonged downward spiral of
declining quality, resources, and
demand. When the market begins to
recover and congestion worsens at
the end of the decade, transit
doesn’t have the organizational or
financial capacity to pivot effectively

Scenario 4

Butterfly
& TRANSIT FUNDING
prioritized de-prioritized
CALTRAIN

CHANGES TO TRAVEL PATTERNS

incremental

significant

This is a world in which Caltrain and
transit throughout the region have a few
very painful years of hard decisions and
dramatic organizational changes followed
by transformation and renewal. The
business case for transit is redefined and
widened to include broad social and
environmental benefits and new
investment follows. Some major projects in
the region advance while others are
reimagined and modified. New leaders and
public sector collaborations emerge
centered on equity, sustainability, and
resilience. Continued prosperity in Silicon
Valley means Caltrain stays necessary and
relevant to people throughout the corridor.

What are "givens" in the business environment which
Caltrain must prepare for?
Transactional
Space

•

Transit must continue to address public health as well as
equity and anti-racism in service, fares and participation.

•

Some transit agencies and local governments will
undergo significant, transformative crises – albeit
insulated by relief funding

•

Leadership and organizational changes will occur

•

Sustained favoring of personal mobility
Next 18 months
•

•
•

Business
Environment

•

Vaccines and treatments for COVID-19 will continue rolling
out over months or years.
Some degree of hybrid ways of working (office and home)
are here to stay, home deliveries are here to stay, and some
auto congestion is also here to stay.
The economic fallout from COVID and SIP will continue to
manifest for months with closures and lower incomes.

•

There will be more focus on multi-purpose projects which
address multiple public goals.

•

There will be significant advances in automated
transportation as well as other mobility-interfacing
technologies

•

The way government delivers services will change to
address participation, equity, resiliency and operational
efficiency, with more creativity.
2030 onward
Repurposing and adaptation of land uses will deepen as the
nature of work, retail and school in the region change.

•

The region’s demographics will shift as companies adapt their
business strategy and lower wage and hybrid workers move
to lower-cost regions

•

Sustainability and reducing carbon emissions will become
more essential. Climate change events, sea level rise
resiliency and recovery will become increasingly important.
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Each
Scenario
Suggests A
Different
Point of
View for
Caltrain
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Stay the course and focus
on the build out of the
Service Vision: focus on
delivering expanded
electrified service and on
the next generation of
Caltrain and regional
projects

Embrace a broad public
mission and diverse markets
as part of a regional network.
Look outward to new funding
and new opportunities for
partnership.

Butterfly

Focus on preserving the
ability to fight another day.
Caltrain’s need for radical
change will be driven by the
depth of the spiral and the
partnerships it is able to forge
and maintain.

Downward
Spiral

Back on
Track

Shark Tank

Transit and Caltrain
less prioritized,
limited funding
sources

Focus on driving revenue
through customer value.
Explore new business
lines, new business
models, and new
partners. Limited public
funding may mean a
reduced focus on
expansion.

How might we start to know which of
these scenarios are unfolding?
Signposts and early warning indicators
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Senate and Presidency flip party
Composition of ridership changes
Increased regional cohesion and
cooperation
Aggressive Federal and State climate
policy
Policies to reduce auto reliance are
enacted or strengthened

Pandemic is endemic
Private sector actively encourages
work from home and hybrid work
Congestion levels are moderate
Regional population declines
Climate change becomes a discussion
of adaptation

•
•

Butterfly

Back on
Track

•
•
•

•
•

Downward
Spiral

Shark
Tank

•
•
•
•

Senate and Presidency flip party
Significant and sustained federal and state
investments in transit
Ridership increases steadily
Widespread return to the office
Congestion returns and increases

Corridor economy regains strength
Federal relief funding and stimulus are
modest and quickly spent
Regional coordination efforts falter
Climate change is not aggressively
addressed
Expressions of interest from private sector
Breakthroughs and private funding for
first/last mile connections and automation

WHAT WE LEARNED

“One effect of sustained conflict is
to narrow our vision of what is
possible. Time and time again,
conflicts are resolved through
shifts that were unimaginable at
the start” – Nelson Mandela

Cross-Sector vs. Single Org
Private
Sector

Gov

Social
sector

Transformative
Scenario Planning

The South Africa Experience

Mont Fleur Scenarios
1990s -> Facilitated the peaceful
transfer of power & end of Apartheid

Indlulamithi Scenarios
2010s -> Deeper social and
economic divides

Example: Rocky Mountain Institute
Future of the US Energy System Scenarios (and Game!)

Transformative Scenario Planning

When to use it?
•
•
•

Situation perceived by leaders as no longer acceptable or
sustainable
Cannot make changes on their own
Cannot make changes directly, using existing or
conventional means because
• Of polarization
•

Can’t agree on problem, solutions, or issues

•

Don’t have trust & capacities to work together
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